Kindleberger predicts slowdown

(Continued from Page 1) which is based upon an examination of certain facets in the demand side of the European economy, suggests that European growth will proceed in a fashion similar to that of US. That is, with considerable more periodicity and less force. In regard to the problems involved in international monetary policy, he sees himself as "a little more restrained than those people who expect a crisis."

As indicated by his present work, Dr. Kindleberger's interests lie in the field of international economics. He is author of such works as "Europe and the Dollar,"


In 1956 he was appointed to the President's Advisory Committee on International Monetary Arrangements, and this year he was elected Vice-President of American Economic Association. If forced to classify himself as a type of economist, he will admit that he is a Keynesian with respect to domestic economic policy and a neoclassicist with respect to international economic policy.

Professor Kindleberger currently teaches the two sequences: International Economics (14.586) as well as a graduate seminar in International Economic Theory (14.585).

Since 1965, he has also been Chairman of the Faculty and, in effect, Chairman of the faculty's Committee on Educational Policy. When questioned about the major problems of educational policy confronting the Institute, Professor Kindleberger first referred to what he called "pressure on the faculty." Concerned with the situation of inadequate terms, he is particularly concerned with the tendency of some professors to neglect their teaching duties because of their commitments to research, industry, or government office. Greene tackles beauty question (Continued from Page 1)

beauty produces good psychological effects on workers and thus should be encouraged. As an example supporting the notion that what is beautiful is also useful, it is in performing its assigned tasks. Occasionally, it was noted, something especially beautiful can be beautiful as well, such as a spectacular transformation.

Of course, this entire portion of the discussion was plaguing the "What constitutes beauty?" The effect of society on an individual's ideas on beauty. The conclusions were drawn here.

Greene's research focuses on the influence of beauty on the performance of manufacturing workers. He found that workers engaged in the assembly of cars are influenced by the aesthetics of their environment. Beautiful environments can lead to increased productivity and job satisfaction. The study highlights the importance of creating an attractive and stimulating work environment to enhance worker performance.

Soldiers meet reporters

By Joe Downs

Most college students are expec-

ted to a mythical (theoretical) ar-

guments on why the US should or

should not be in Vietnam. Rather

than listen to the ideological ar-

guments of classmates, they are partly interested in the situation of some profes-

sors to neglect their teaching du-

ties because of their commitments to research, industry, or govern-

ment. Given those pressures, teaching at MIT "is like trying to work in Grind Central Station," and "students are a little too frightened to please..."

President Jerome Greene is concerned that the present rate of growth of the graduate school (about 5% a year)

should be determined to the un-

graduated school.

In addition to his role as econo-

mist, professor, and Faculty Chair, Dr. Kindleberger has a number of spare-time hobbies. He enjoys photography, sailing, and travel.
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